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SUBJECT:  D2L Update 
 

Erika Tallman has provided the following D2L issues that the institutions should be 
aware of so that we can limit frustrations with the centralized implementation of the course 
management software. Overall, D2L implementation and related customized projects continue to 
go well, in spite of law suits, modified software and miscellaneous bugs. Campuses have been 
very cooperative in negotiating settings and permissions that must be coordinated across the org 
structure. The issues below are small ones that most likely can be readily solved through VPAA 
discussions and enhanced campus communications.  

 
In addition, staff members at Dakota State University have identified some concerns 

about the impacts that integration of D2L with Colleague will have on grade assignments.  In 
addition, some strategies that could be implemented as the system moves forward are included.  
The Steering Committee will continue to work on this. 
  

1. Summer course schedules do not appear to be synchronized. Carla and I thought the 
universities' summer sessions were synchronized, but have discovered this is not the case. 
As a result, finding times that are convenient for all campuses to schedule D2L 
maintenance and integration events has been problematic. For example, for the first 
couple of days of a summer semester we run integration multiple times a day so that 
student drops and adds are included in a timely manner. This is a resource intensive event 
that D2L wants us to keep to a minimum. We scheduled these days for June 9 & 10, 
which worked for most campuses, only to discover that SDSU has classes starting this 
week and needed integration to run multiple times yesterday and today. A second 
example: We will need to implement MR2 & MR3, which will require 2-3 hours of D2L 
down time. Because campus semesters are not synchronized there is no time we can do 
this without interrupting classes for one or more institutions. 

 (continued) 
 
 
 
****************************************************************************** 

RECOMMENDED ACTION 
  

 Discussion and recommendation. 
  



2. Our D2L contract requires that only designated tech staff are authorized to contact D2L 
directly. The D2L tech support is provided to users through the local campus help desks. 
Faculty or students needing assistance must contact their local help desk for assistance. If 
the local tech support can't solve the problem, they can consult their counterparts from 
other campuses or RIS. If that doesn't resolve the issue, the campus authorized technician 
can enter a trouble ticket to the D2L help desk or directly call D2L depending on the 
urgency of the problem. We have had an instance of a faculty member trying to call D2L 
directly. He was told he was not authorized to do this. He was unhappy to learn this. I 
explained the structure of our tech support and put him in contact with his local help 
desk. I have asked the D2L Steering Committee members to make sure the D2L tech 
support procedures are well understood on their campuses. I believe it would be helpful if 
the VPAAs also are familiar with these policies and can help make them known on 
campus.  

  
3. Access Speed - as you know, from the beginning there has been concern on campuses 

about speed of access to D2L course materials now that the course management software 
is housed on a server off campus in Canada. With the help of Claude Garelik and the 
network staff on the campuses, we have run tests that have demonstrated good access to 
D2L from all campuses. The campus with the most issues with access speed is SDSU, but 
the REED (?) project is supposed to alleviate their issues. User access through dial up is 
frustratingly slow. Folks who worry about South Dakota's rural students are clamoring 
for a way to improve access for dial up users. Unfortunately, I don't believe there is 
anything we can do about this problem. Carla used her dial up to access both a WebCT 
and D2L course and found both to be painfully slow.  Also, as with all access to Internet 
resources, slowness can be more of a problem at high use times and will depend on the 
specific connections, hardware and software of each end user. Some people report that 
D2L access speed is slower with the Internet Explorer 7 browser than it is with the 
FireFox browser. Carla and I don't know what more can be done with the speed issue. It 
would be helpful for the VPAAs to discuss this among themselves and with the 
system and campus tech support folks and give us guidance about how to move forward 
with this issue. I worry that the grumbling and unreasonable expectations may get out of 
hand and jeopardize the use of D2L.  

 
The following is the heart of an e-mail from DSU about integration and grade submission.  
Here’s a summary of some of the issues we discussed: 

·         D2L steering committee hasn’t had a good discussion about the grade submission 
process and the export/import function hasn’t been well-tested and won’t be well-tested 
(using a group of pilot classes) prior to activation of the grade submission function.  

·         Concern that all the submission problems may not have be resolved prior to activating 
the grade submission function. 

·         Suggestion that a small pilot test be set up (Summer ’08 or Fall ’08) with live courses / 
data, prior to activating the grade submission function for all faculty.  

·         Concerns / issues with grade submission that have been identified to date: 
o    Several (4?) final grade options exist in D2L.  Faculty must activate the correct 

final grade column (“final adjusted grades”) in order for the grades to be 
submitted to Colleague.   



o    To release and submit final grades, the faculty member will need to release the 
grades in 3 different menus in D2L 

o    How will D2L transmit LDAA to Colleague?  For F2F classes using D2L, the last 
date a student accessed D2L may not accurately reflect the last day of 
participation in the class. 

o    D2L will “push” grades into Colleague several times a day during finals week.  
However, the process will need to be cut off in D2L at some date prior to the 
deadline for grade submission.  Will faculty receive an email notification that 
indicates grade submission has been inactivated?  Concern that grades will be 
“lost” between D2L and Colleague during this period.   

o    After registrars have verified grades in Colleague, then D2L cannot be used to 
submit or resubmit grades.  Again, concern that grades will be “lost” between 
D2L and Colleague during this period. 

·         Best solution would be to have D2L programming customized for SDBOR grade 
submission into Colleague, as WebAdvisor has been.  Because of customized 
programming, faculty cannot submit incorrect grades into WebAdvisor.  The only “error” 
that can occur is for faculty to fail to submit grades. 

·         End of term processing allows 2 days for grade verification, correction and 
resubmission.  Concern that this is not enough time to track down faculty and correct 
errors (i.e., I grades submitted without deadlines, letter grades submitted instead of 
RU/RS, no LDAA submitted for F grades, etc.) 

·         If final grade submission is activated, then the midterm grade submission function 
should be activated, also, so faculty have that experience prior to submission of final 
grades 

·         Rough estimate at DSU:  about 90% of faculty used WebCT as a course management 
tool but only about 35% used the full grading function in WebCT.  Concern that faculty 
will be required to use the grade submission process (bypassing WebAdvisor) and that 
the level of training required will be very high.   

·         WebAdvisor has been used for grade submission since Fall ’03.  One of the deans 
noted that Spring ’08 was the first time that all grades in his college were submitted 
accurately and on time.  This would suggest that grade submission via D2L may have an 
equally long/steep learning curve. 

  
  
We aren’t opposed to activation of the grade submission function in D2L.  But, we are asking 
that the function be fully tested, on live courses, before activating it for all faculty. 
 


